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A blockchain-based Play-to-Earn (P2E) Token 
with an energy-saving concept using the 

Proof-of-Burn (PoB) method.

Starting from Zero Supply 

and can only be produced by buying Zhi Energy.

Smart Energy : Energy to Earn (E2E)
Blockchain : BSC

Mintable : 15 seconds
Receive : ZHI Token
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ABSTRACT

 Zhi energy is not token, Zhi itself (BEP20),  Zhi energy is used to mine zhi token (BEP20) 
through renewable energy processes. Each energy owner can receive zhi every 15 seconds 
forever.

Energy can also be traded in Zhi Marketplace.
 
Energy is energy to earn is commonly known as E2E. Where users can mining to get reward for 
zhi token.
 
Energy is a conceptual idea turned into reality by a group of cryptoinvestors. They believe that 
everyone should be able to get to crypto in the most pleasing and simplest way. Despite the 
cryptocurrency trade, not everyone is educated and furnished with the knowledge of trade. 
Therefore, there are many beginners and people without knowledge who try to learn and 
make money in the crypto room.
 
 The idea behind energy is to ensure that anyone from anywhere in the world with minimum 
funds, can earn and make a profit through an E2E platform. The main emphasis on the      
project is - low investments with maximum profits.
 
With a burning desire to help and educate users all over the world, energy has taken its place in 
the crypto room to provide for a better source of income and to become a trendsetter in the 
E2E category.
 
When you buy and hold Zhi energy, this will allow you to:

Be a part of future mining and enjoy the rewards of mining zhi tokens without hassles. 
Zhi energy is designed to use renewable energy power to mine 24/7 ZHI token and become 
neutral carbon.
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FOREWORD

 Cryptocurrency has remained a disruptive technology since entering the world in 2009 
and has shaped the way many things are done in many sectors around the world. Bitcoin is the 
world's most popular cryptocurrency and needs coin mining.
Cryptocurrency mining has always been beneficial but comes with an inherent challenge 
including energy consumption and endangers the carbon footprint of the cryptocurrency 
mine.
 
Elon musk, CEO of tesla, surprised the cryptocurrency market when he tweeted in May 2021 
about his company no longer accepting bitcoin for the purchase of vehicles. Musk attributed 
the decision to use coal and other fossil fuels to generate electricity for the cryptocurrency 
mine. It causes the bitcoin value to drop before the announcement.
 
The concern about energy consumption when mining cryptocurrency has interrupted popular 
COINS like bitcoin, ethereum, and dogecoin. These concerns come from an operation bitcoin 
mining rig operating 24 hours a day, which statistically spends more power than the entire 
country of Argentina. It does not take into account the negative effects of carbon and excess 
waste that continue to increase the climate crisis.
 
In April 2021, when the bitcoin hit an all-time high of  $64,000, the waste of energy was 
enough to power the entire state of Georgia, The United States, according to data from the 
university of cambridge alternative financial centre.

Zhi Energy's Mining System.
•  Zhi energy will reward all the energy owners mined to their host in the form of zhi token. The 

first stage of the prize will last 365 days since the zhi energy first launched on December 3, 
2021, or at the maximum limit of the zhi 1 million tokens.

• Zhi energy gives gifts based on the amount of energy each address has without being 
affected by how much zhi energy sold.

• Zhi energy is the power source for zhi tokens (such as the bitcoin miners) in which the 
decisions of the energy owners will determine the amount of zhi tokens to be in existence, 
so in the beginning we will only limit the maximum of 1 million zhi tokens we will be able to 
vote on the people of zhi energy to decide if enough is enough.

• Zhi energy that we stopped can be revived by the decisions of the energy owners (this is 
done to stabilize zhi tokens circulation and zhi tokens use).

• An arrangement is there on zhi energy:
  A. Runs and offpowers zhi energy
  B. Raise and lower zhi tokens' gift
  C. Halving (reducing the rate of new Zhi's)
  D. Burning zhi token
  E. Transfer energy to other users
• Zhi energy is built using smart contract systems like automatically arranged controllers to 

do everything.
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Starting With Zhi Energy.

  Zhi energy is (E2E) built over the BSC network for one solid reason - cheaper gas costs. 
This is the main value that we want all investors to understand because we want to be in 
business for a long time and we want to help and guide as many investors, new and 
experienced, to be able to participate in our project.
 
As a crypto development team, we want to support that zhi energy entirely is 100% 
decentralized.
 
We've seen most of the cryptocurrency project present with most of them promising "moon ". 
The biggest problem is they're less transparent, no explanation how they have actual utility, 
have insane taxes on every transaction, escape with the results when faced with challenges, 
and sometimes don't even start the project after getting the money from investors. A very 
good example is all the meme COINS we've seen flooding the cryptocurrency community.

We're here to bring the cryptocurrency back to the base.

 

ZHI ENERGY

Energy for Ecosystem

 Energy to Earn ZHI Tokens 
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ZHI ENERGY

Holder

BUY

ZHI Energy is used to mine ZHI 
Token (BEP20) through a smart 
renewable energy process. 
Every energy owner can 

How does this work
ZHI Energy is used to mine ZHI Token 
(BEP20) through a smart renewable 
energy process.

ZHI TOKEN (BEP20)
Token Name : ZHI TOKEN
Symbol : ZHI
Blockchain : BSC
Decimals : 8

ZH
I Token every 15

 second
s

Receive

to your wallet

Initial Zhi Token Created:
Zhi tokens are 100% created with Zero supply and the only token like this.

Look at the picture above:

1. Zhi energy is not Zhi token (BEP20)
Zhi Energy is used to mine Zhi tokens (BEP20) through a renewable energy process. Zhi energy 
is a resource for zhi tokens (like bitcoin miners)

2. The holder is you
The holder buys Zhi Energi and then processes your new smart contract instantly in the form of 
an electric energy generator zhi token.

3. ZHI Energy is used to mine ZHI Token (BEP20) through a smart renewable energy process. 
Every energy owner can receive ZHI every 15 seconds

4. Blockchain-based Play-to-Earn (P2E) token with an energy-saving concept using the 
Proof-of-Burn (PoB) method. It starts from zero supply and can only be produced by 
purchasing Zhi Energy.

1

2

3

4
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How much Zhi Energy is on sale ?

 Zhi Energy will give gifts from all Mined Energy owners to their holders in the form of ZHI 
Tokens. The first stage of the reward will last for 365 days from the first zhi energy launch on 
December 3, 2021 or with a maximum supply of 1 million zhi tokens.

3
12

3 2021
Energy start  on sale for 50K

Energy is the power where zhi tokens can be created, 
this is how we control the supply of zhi tokens

For the initial limit we will only sell as much as 25K and after 25K is reached we will increase the 
energy price so that the energy marketplace has a profit difference of around 50% -100%.

The Energy project has a 1-year roadmap with a 2-year plan of Dapps to be released. To top it 
all up there will be sub-projects that will be released within the ecosystem which has a 
minimum of 3 years lifecycle.

17K

2
5

K15
0

K
?

Will Open in 2024
Based on the results of the vote

8K

Open Market

Up 50%

Up 1000%
Open Marketplace
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How does the zhi energy marketplace work

Holder A

Holder A
From 50 energy get reward

2.9491 ZHI
20.6438 ZHI
88.4736 ZHI

d
w
m

Holder B
From 10 energy get reward

0.5898 ZHI
4.1286 ZHI

17.6940 ZHI

d
w
m

Holder B

Marketplace
ZHI ENERGY

Sell 5 energy to m
arketpla

ce
Holder Sell 5 energy that are owned
So the remaining energy of  is 45 energy Holder A Holder A

2.6505 ZHI
18.5535 ZHI
79.5150 ZHI

d
w
m

45 Energy

Marketplace sends 5 energy 
belonging to  toHolder A  Holder C

Marketplace sends Zhi Token 
to  from the payment of Holder A

 at Holder C 5% Fee

Holder C

Holder C
5 Energy

0.2945 ZHI
2.0615 ZHI

8.835 ZHI

d
w
m

Description :
• The minimum energy that can be sold is 1 energy.
• Payments in the zhi marketplace only use zhi tokens.
• The energy in the market is in frozen assets that cannot generate zhi tokens.
• You can change the price at any time to match the current market price.
• The energy that's registered for sale on the marketplace can be canceled and it'll be yours 

again and it'll produce zhi tokens into your smart wallet.

ZHI MARKET
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Difference between  and ZHI MARKET ZHI MARKETPLACE

ZHI MARKET ZHI MARKETPLACEZHI MARKETPLACE

• BNB and SATOZ payments.
• Energy is made using Smart 

Contracts.
• Increase the amount of circulating 

energy.

• No Transaction Fee.

• Payment using Zhi Token
• The energy that the Holder has.

• Does not increase the amount of 
circulating energy.

• 5% fee from every transaction
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Token Name : ZHI TOKEN
Symbol : ZHI

Blockchain : BSC
Decimals : 8

0x845e2e8B42DCED7DEDCDBa9BdE32C9e338224f97
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THE CONCEPT & IDEA

 Zhi Token is the first platform in the world to start with Zero total supply.

Using blockchain, cryptography, and smart contracts, it seeks to increase trust between the 
transacting par ty by allowing transactions to be carried out on a transparent 
distributionLedger. Moreover, by integrating advanced technologies such as AI, Machine 
Learning, Augmented Reality, Geo-Location Tracking, Blockchain and Smart Contracts, Zhi 
Token offers financial instruments that have no analogues to date in the traditional finance 
world.

This white paper provides a detailed description of our research and planning. It also aims to 
demonstrate the current status and future plans of Zhi Token, related products and solutions, 
and ZHI tokens—financial instruments that act as digital parts of Zhi Token the underlying 
ecosystem and business. The document seeks to inform our readers about how we use the 
expertise of our team to provide eco-friendly cycles in a cost-effective manner, and with 
higher yields.

a decentralized world building platform that allows people to build, play and engage in a vast 
world with unlimited opportunities to create captivating  experiences. At Zhi, users can 
purchase and collect exclusive NFTs not found elsewhere, and use them within the platform to 
trade, play games, and more.

Features

At Zhi, we believe in an open system of the future. To that end, we are building the 
infrastructure to make it easier for everyone to thrive and prosper in this borderless 
cryptoverse.

Ecosystem Platforms

Zhi creates an ecosystem where users, developers and brands can not only enjoy new social 
opportunities in the alternative metaverse, but also co-create a new space with unlimited 
commercial and economic potential. Users can enjoy a variety of features that promise a fun 
and dynamic journey.

Zhi will become one of the most valuable brands of the decade, as our virtual world strives to 
give users unprecedented freedom in exploring new frontiers, where users can use the latest 
technology to network, play and join the development of new markets with millions of other 
users.

Be part of the community that is building and creating the future of crypto.
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LEARN  MORE  &  GET  INVOLVED

 A blockchain-based Play-to-Earn (P2E) token with an energy-saving concept using the 
Proof-of-Burn (PoB) method. Starting from zero supply and can only be produced by 
purchasing Zhi Energy.

The mission of the ZHI Tokens team is to build a system where content creators can create, 
play, share and trade without central control, enjoying secure copyright ownership with the 
ability to earn.

Here we aim to explain the tokenomic of the ZHI token, strictly detailing the maximum total 
supply, the role that  ZHI holders should play in decentralized governance.

ZHI TOKEN Ecosystem
 From

 ZER
O

 to 1 M
illion Token

10%

Energy Owner Holder
90%

10%

Energy 
Owned by Company

ZHI ENERGY

ZHI ENERG
Y

90% ZHI TOKEN SUPPLY FROM HOLDER
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25K ENERGY

25K ENERGY
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ZHI MARKET

decentralized consensus-nft crypto game-blockchain game-artificial intelligence-virtual reality-renewable energy-etc

ZHI MARKET
The place to buy zhi energy producing zhi tokens.
The maximum amount of zhi energy sold is 50 thousand energy and 10% is owned by the 
company, the remaining 90% will be sold to the public.

ZHI Energi is sold in 2 stages.
1. Energy presale 25k with a maximum price increase of 100% from the initial price.
2. Energy 25K next stage with price increase based on supply and demand, maximum 1000% 

price increase.
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ZHI TOKEN Ecosystem
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ZHI Token Ecosystem
Zhi tokens Start with Zero supply to 1 million tokens.
You as a zhi energy holder have a very important role in the distribution of zhi tokens to the 
public because 90% of zhi tokens come from energy owners.

1 Million ZHI Tokens
1 million tokens can be reached in the next 2 to 3 years with an estimated 50K energy sold in 
less than 6 months (this is our prediction).

Controller
It's a system we built in smart contracts to do its job of keeping zhi tokens circulating 
automatically.

Some tasks performed by controller
• Burn zhi tokens.
• Raise and lower zhi energy.
• Raise and lower zhi token reward.
• Halved (reduced new Zhi rate).
• Transfer energy to other users.

BLACK HOLE
We call it a black hole (0x000. . . 000) because the zhi tokens that we burn will not give a 
reward but disappear from circulation.
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ROADMAP

 To predict the future is impossible but with the roadmap in place, all investors are will be 
thrilled and amazed with the ecosystem that we are building for the community. 

 The Energy project has a 1-year roadmap 
with a 2-year plan of Dapps to be released. To top 
it all up there will be sub-projects that will be 
released within the ecosystem which has a 
minimum of 3 years lifecycle.

 As technology improves with new 
developments in the crypto space, we will 
launch and provide better value to all 
investors which will then extend the life 
cycle to 10 years. The safety, trust, and 
loyalty of our investors are the top priority 
at Zhi Token.

1

2

 With the above statement, Zhi is 
looking for a minimum of 5 years to perfect 
his entire ecosystem and to ensure that all 
investors, who invest with us will  get 
sustainable profits in a period of at least 5 
years.

3
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WHAT IS ZHI WAR GAME?

 ZHI aims to build a long-term, stable, andever-evolving game environment and 
tokenseconomy. Our game is multi-creationMedieval Metaverse Sci-Fi blockchain 
withoutboundaries and boundaries where developers, investorsand all players can 
contribute together to createadditional layers, features, modes and content, andexplore the 
endless possibilities of human imagination

Zhi is where the best players areconstant battle for resources, territories and 
worldsdomination. Each player will be uniqueopportunity to protect its territory and gain 
tremendous rewards in the process. Only the strongest will crown the leaderboard. ZHI is 
currently in development for PC with cross-platform multiplayer.

CodemapCodemap
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Resource

• Website : https://zhi.network
• Twitter : https://twitter.com/ZhiNetwork
• Telegram : https://t.me/zhnetwork
• Smart Contract : 0x845e2e8B42DCED7DEDCDBa9BdE32C9e338224f97

General Terms & Condition

1. Please read all documents which are Companion Documents as specified in Terms & 
Conditions carefully before participating in this Token Sale. Note that the Terms &The 
Conditions contain a binding arbitration clause and a class action waiver, which, if applicable to 
you,affect your legal rights. If you do not agree to these terms of sale, please do not visit the 
Website and UseToken in any way and also do not participate in the Token Sale.

2. Tokens are not financial instruments or securities. This is proprietary software made for 
themparticipatory access to other websites and platforms within the Zhi Network ecosystem 
and certain other restricted rights as specified in this document or the Companion Document.

3. Tokens are issued at the Project's sole discretion upon submission of the termspayment, 
completion of identification procedures, submission of required documents andfulfillment of 
all requirements specified in all documents included in the "Agreement" as specified inTerms 
and conditions. Project may refuse to allocate or sell any Tokens even on fulfillment of 
allconditions without giving any reason.

Disclaimer

This section contains the legal disclaimer and the Terms and ConditionsThe following terms 
and conditions (“Terms”) govern the token sale of Zhi Network. Forsales by the Project to you, 
and purchases by you from the Project, certain cryptocurrenciestokens that comply with and 
support the BEP20 Token Standard.By accepting these terms and purchasing tokens, you 
agree to be legally bound by these termsand you expressly acknowledge and represent that 
you have carefully reviewed these terms atthem in their entirety and fully understand the 
content herein, including the risks, costs and benefits oftoken purchase. If you are in doubt 
about the action you should take, you should consultlegal, financial, tax, or other professional 
counsel. If you do not agree to these terms,please do not accept these terms or proceed 
further for any token purchase
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ZHI is a distributed platform for a shared virtual world 
that enables developers to build and monetize 

applications on it. Zhi Tokens will be used to purchase 
Avatars, NFTs, goods and services in the world. Zhi 

tokens will also be used to drive content creation and 
user adoption.


